Digestive Pathology
May 12 to 14, 2019, Agria, Greece
Valis Hotel and Conference Center
Agria - Volos, Greece
reservations@valisresort.gr

Invited speakers:
Volkan Adsay, Istanbul, Turkey
Fred Bosman, Rotterdam, Netherlands
Jean-François Flejou, Paris, France
Prodromos Hytiroglou, Thessaloniki, Hellas
Paul Komminoth, Zürich, Switzerland
Peter Schirmacher, Heidelberg, Germany
Neil Shepherd, Gloucestershire, UK
Romil Saxena, Indianapolis, USA
Giuseppe Zamboni, Verona, Italy
Intensive Course in Digestive Pathology
VALIS Hotel - Agria, May 12-14, 2019

Sunday, May 12, 2019

13:30-15:50
Registrations
Welcome Address
  George Kontogeorgos, Past President, IAP
  Kitty Pavlakis, President, Hellenic Division, IAP
  Dina Tiniakos, President ESP

16:00-19:00
Neil Shepherd
  16:00-16:30  How to report duodenal biopsies
  16:30-17:00  The pathology of polyposis syndromes and Lynch syndrome
  17:00-17:30  Spindle cell tumors of the gut: diagnosis and treatment
  17:30-18:00  Slide Seminar: Interesting case presentations
  18:00-18:30  Coffee Break
  18:30-19:00  Volkan Adsay  Gallbladder pathology (dysplasia carcinoma etc)
  19:00-19:30  Volkan Adsay  Ampullary and bile duct tumors / Bile duct brushings
  19:30-20:00  Volkan Adsay  Appendiceal tumors
  20:00-20:30  Volkan Adsay  Slide Seminar: Interesting case presentations
  20:30-21:30  Music Event
               Dinner
               Excursion (Optional, Ticket price: 20 Euros)

Monday, May 13, 2019

8:00-13:30
Excursion (Optional, Ticket price: 20 Euros)
  Lunch Break

13:30-14:30
Romil Saxena  Liver and Intrahepatic bile duct tumors

14:30-15:00
Romil Saxena  Ductular reactions: clues for diagnosing hepatobiliary diseases

15:00-16:00
Romil Saxena  Secondary tumors, differential diagnostic approach

16:00-16:30
Romil Saxena  Interesting case presentations

Coffee Break

17:00-17:30  Prodromos Hytiroglou  Chronic Hepatitis: Grading and Staging

17:30-18:00  Prodromos Hytiroglou  Precancerus hepatocellular lesions

18:00-18:30  Prodromos Hytiroglou  Diagnostic algorithm for hepatocellular tumors

18:30-19:00  Prodromos Hytiroglou  Slide seminar: Selected cases with vascular hepatic pathology
19:00-19:30  
**Coffee Break**

19:30-20:00  Giuseppe Zamboni  Ductal carcinoma and solid non adenocarcinoma
20:00-20:30  Giuseppe Zamboni  Cystic/intraductal tumors (IPMN, IOPN, ITPN, MCN)
20:30-21:00  Giuseppe Zamboni  Frozen section for pancreatic masses/pancreatic cytology
21:00-21:30  Giuseppe Zamboni  Slide Seminar: Interesting case presentations
21:30-23:00  
**Dinner**

---

**Tuesday, May 14, 2019**

8:30-9:00  Jean-François Flejou  Barrett Esophagus and Esophageal Carcinoma
9:00-9:30  Jean-François Flejou  Gastric Carcinomas -WHO Classification and TNM updates
9:30-10:00  Jean-François Flejou  MALT Lymphoma
10:00-10:30  Jean-François Flejou  Slide Seminar: Interesting case presentations
10:30-11:00  
**Coffee Break**

11:00-11:30  Fred Bosman  Pathology of colorectal cancer
11:30-12:00  Fred Bosman  Ulcerative colitis, Crohn’s disease, an update
12:00-12:30  Fred Bosman  Interesting cases, polyps of the colorectum
12:30-13:00  Fred Bosman  WHO classifications-innovations and perspectives
13:00-14:00  
**Lunch Break**

14:00-14:30  Paul Komminoth  Gastric NENs - WHO classification and TNM updates
14:30-15:00  Paul Komminoth  Intestinal NENs - WHO classification and TNM updates
15:00-15:30  Paul Komminoth  Pancreatic NENs - WHO classification and TNM updates
15:30-16:00  Paul Komminoth  Slide Seminar: Interesting case presentations
16:00-16:30  
**Coffee Break**

16:30-17:00  Peter Schirmacher  Molecular mechanisms of hepatobiliary tumors
17:00-17:30  Peter Schirmacher  Molecular pathology cases focused on hepatobiliary tumors
17:30-18:00  Peter Schirmacher  The role of Researcher and how to write a paper

**Special Lecture**

18:00-18:45  Dina Tiniakos  Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease: evolving concepts and perspectives
18:45-19:00  
**Closing Remarks**

19:00-21:00  Free Time
21:00-23:00  Dinner
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